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In model checking for temporal logic, the correctness of a system with
respect to a desired behavior is verified by checking whether a structure that
models the system satisfies a formula describing the behavior. Most existing
verification techniques are based on a representation of the system by means
of a labeled transition system. In this approach to verification, the efficiency
of the model checking is essentially influenced by the number of states of the
transition system. In this paper we present a new temporal logic, the selective
mu-calculus, and an equivalence between transition systems based on the
formulae of this logic. This property preserving equivalence can be used to
reduce the size of transition systems. The equivalence (called \-equivalence)
is based on the set, \, of actions occurring inside the modal operators of a
selective mu-calculus formula. We prove that the \-equivalence coincides with
the equivalence induced by the set of the selective mu-calculus formulae with
occurring actions in \. Thus, a formula can be more efficiently checked on a
transition system \-equivalent to the standard one, but smaller than it, since
all the actions not in \ are ‘‘discarded.’’  1999 Academic Press
Key Words: labeled transition systems; bisimulation equivalences; temporal
logic; state explosion.
0. INTRODUCTION
In model checking for temporal logic, the correctness of a system with respect to
a desired behavior is verified by checking whether a structure that models the
system satisfies a formula describing that behavior. Most existing verification
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techniques are based on a representation of the concurrent system by means of a
labeled transition system [12, 16]. In this approach to verification, state explosion
is one of the most serious problems: systems are often described by transition
systems with a prohibitive number of states.
A solution to state explosion is the definition of suitable reduction criteria on the
basis of which a labeled transition system can be reduced to a new one, still pre-
serving the properties to be checked. Often this approach is based on the notion of
equivalence between transition systems. If an equivalence relation preserves the
property to be checked, we can, in general, find a smaller transition system equiv-
alent to the original one to check the property more efficiently. A good discussion
about these approaches can be found in [28].
Many works have been done following this line. References [5, 8, 15, 22, 25, 27]
deal with abstractions of transition systems preserving properties expressible by
fragments of a temporal logic (for example, avoiding the use of some operators). In
[1], given a CTL formula, an equivalence based on it is defined. While this last
approach has the advantage of introducing a coarser equivalence, basing it on a
particular formula, it has the drawback of traversing entirely the transition system
to determine such an equivalence.
In this paper we present a new branching time temporal logic, selective
mu-calculus, obtained from mu-calculus by replacing the modal operators by new
‘‘selective modal operators.’’ The selective mu-calculus is as powerful as the mu-
calculus. Starting from a formula , of the selective mu-calculus, we define an equiv-
alence which preserves the truth value of the formula itself. Such an equivalence is
based on the set, \, of actions occurring inside the modal operators of , and it is
called \-equivalence. Informally, given a set of actions \, two transition systems T1
and T2 are \-equivalent if and only if they have the same behavior with respect to
the actions in \.
We prove that the logic containing all the selective mu-calculus formulae with
occurring actions in \ characterizes \-equivalence: two labeled transition systems
satisfy the same set of selective mu-calculus formulae with occurring actions in \ if
and only if they are \-equivalent. Moreover, given a transition system T, there
exists T $, \-equivalent to T, labeled only by actions in \. Thus, we can check a for-
mula ,, with occurring actions \, on a transition system \-equivalent to the original
one, but generally smaller.
Our approach can be used by all the verification methods which base their
behavior on a transition system representation of the system they analyze.
Moreover, an interesting feature of the approach is that it can be easily integrated
in existing verification environments checking mu-calculus formulae.
After the preliminaries of Section 1, we present an overview of the approach in
Section 2. The selective mu-calculus is introduced in Section 3, while Section 4
shows its use to reduce the number of states. Conclusions are given in Section 5.
1. PRELIMINARIES
A labeled transition system (or transition system for short) is a quadruple
T=(S, A, T , PT), where S is a set of states, A is a set of transition labels
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(actions), PT # S is the initial state, and TS_A_S is the labeled transition
relation. If (P, :, Q) # T , we write P w
:
T Q.
If $ # A* and $=:1 } } } :n , n1, we write P w
$
T Q to mean P w
:1
T } } } w
:n
T Q.
For the empty sequence * of actions we have P w* T P for every P # S. Given
P # S, with RT (P)=[Q | P w
$
T Q] we denote the set of the reachable states from P.
Definition 1.1 (strong bisimulation, strong equivalence). Let T=(ST , A,
T , PT) and 7=(S7 , A, 7 , P7) be transition systems.
 A strong bisimulation, B, is a binary relation on ST_S7 such that RBQ
implies:
(i) R w: T R$ implies Q w
:
7 Q$ with R$BQ$; and
(ii) Q w: 7 Q$ implies R w
:
T R$ with R$BQ$
 T and 7 are strongly equivalent (Tt7) iff there exists a strong bisimulation
B containing the pair (PT , P7).
A state P of a transition system T=(S, A, T , PT) is image finite if each state
reachable from P has a finite number of immediate successors, i.e., for each
Q # RT (P), : # A, the set [Q$ | Q w
:
T Q$] is finite.
We use the modal mu-calculus [23] in the usual extended form [26] as a
branching temporal logic to express behavioral properties. The syntax of the
extended mu-calculus (from now on, mu-calculus for short) is the following, where
K ranges over sets of actions and Z ranges over variables:
, ::=tt | ff | Z | ,1 7 ,2 | ,1 6 ,2 | [K] , | (K) , | &Z ., | +Z .,.
A fixpoint formula has the form +Z ., (&Z .,) where +Z (&Z) binds free occur-
rences of Z in ,. An occurrence of Z is free if it is not within the scope of a binder
+Z (&Z). A formula is closed if it contains no free variables. +Z ., is the least
fixpoint of the recursive equation Z=,, while &Z ., is the greatest one.
We now define the satisfaction of a formula by a transition system T=
(S, A, T , PT). In the definition, subformulae containing free variables are dealt
with using valuations, i.e., functions ranged over by V which assign a subset V(Z)
of states to each variable Z. Given a state P # S, the satisfaction of , by P and V
is denoted by P <V , and defined as follows:
P <V tt
P <% V ff
P <V Z iff P # V(Z)
P <V ,7  iff P <V , 7 P <V 
P <V ,6  iff P <V , 6 P <V 
P <V [K] , iff \P$ .\: # K .P w: T P$ implies P$ <V ,
P <V (K) , iff _P$ ._: # K .P w
:
T P$ 7 P$ <V ,
P <V &Z ., iff P <V &Z} ., for all ordinal numbers }
P <V +Z ., iff P <V +Z} ., for some ordinal number }.
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A transition system T satisfies a formula ,, written T <V ,, if and only if PT <V ,.
Let # be a limit ordinal, for each ordinal }, &Z} ., and +Z} ., are defined as:
&Z 0 .,=tt +Z 0 .,=ff
&Z }+1 .,=,[&Z} .,Z] +Z}+1 .,=,[+Z} .,Z]
&Z # .,= [&Z} ., : }<#] +Z # .,= [+Z} ., : }<#]
where the notation ,[Z] indicates the substitution of  for every free occurrence
of the variable Z in ,.
Note that closed formulae do not depend on valuations. Thus, in case of a closed
formula , we can simply write P < , in place of P <V ,.
In the following we will use the following abbreviations (where K ranges over sets
of actions and A is the set of all actions):
[:1 , ..., :n] , =
def
[[:1 , ..., :n]] ,;
[&] , =def [A] ,;
[&K] , =def [A&K] ,.
In [26] it is shown that the mu-calculus completely characterizes strong equiv-
alence when the initial states are image finite. In particular:
if two transition systems are strong equivalent, then they verify the same set of
mu-calculus formulae;
if the initial states of two transition systems T and 7 are image-finite and T
and 7 verify the same set of mu-calculus formulae, then Tt7.
2. OVERVIEW
In this section we present an overview of our approach. We use as an example
the description of the vending machine [24] presented in a slightly extended form
and define some interesting properties of this machine by means of mu-calculus for-
mulae. Figure 1a shows the transition system Ven of the vending machine, which
has 12 states. Using a standard notation we use overlined names for actions
performed by the machine and plain names for actions of the user.
Initially Ven may accept a 1p, 2p, or 3p coin; then either the coin may be
recollected or a button (little, medium, or big) may be pressed, depending on which
coin was introduced: if a 1p coin has been inserted only a little item can be collected
and then the process reverts to its initial state Ven; if a 2p (3p) coin has been inserted,
either a medium (big) item or a little (medium or little) one can be collected; then
a change, if any, can be obtained and the process reverts to its initial state Ven.
Now, let us suppose that we want to verify the mu-calculus formula
1=&Z . ([collectb] ff 7 [&3p] Z).
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FIG. 1. (a) Ven transition system; (b) reduced transition system.
1 expresses the safety property: ‘‘after each action different from 3p, an action
collectb cannot be performed.’’ It is easy to see that 1 holds on the transition
system of Fig. 1a. Note that the formula has the same truth value on a much
smaller transition system, depicted in Fig. 1b, which, with respect to the formula, is
equivalent to the previous one. Such a system is obtained from the other one by
keeping only the transitions labeled by the actions 3p and collectb and collapsing
the states consequently. The point here is that the transition system of Fig. 1b has
the same behavior, with respect to the actions 3p and collectb , as the one of Fig. 1a.
Actually, all the transition systems having the same behavior with respect to these
actions equivalently satisfy 1 . Thus, given a formula, the problem of finding the
right equivalence reduces to finding the set of actions on which such an equivalence
must be based.
It is worth noting that mu-calculus formulae are not suitable to individuate such
actions. For example, in the formula 1 the set of occurring actions is A&[3p]
which has no significant relation with the set of actions occurring in the system of
Fig. 1b. Intuitively, the fact that 3p is an interesting action is expressed by saying
that the other ones are not interesting: the ‘‘cycle’’ &Z . ( } } } [&3p] Z) in 1 means
‘‘go ahead over non-interesting actions.’’
As a further example, consider the following formula 2 , whose informal descrip-
tion is ‘‘it holds repeatedly that there is a finite path leading to a 3p action and,
after executing it, there is a finite path leading to a collectb action.’’
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2=&Z . (+X .(&3p) X 6 (3p) tt) 7 (&W . [3p](+Y .(&collectb) Y
6 (collectb) Z) 7 [&3p] W )
All the actions occur in this formula; nevertheless, it can be equivalently verified
on the transition system of Fig. 1b. Thus, also in this case, the two transition
systems are equivalent with respect to 2 .2
To individuate the actions relevant for the property preserving equivalence we
introduce a temporal logic with new modalities having the property that the actions
on which the equivalence can be based are the ones explicitly mentioned by the
modal operators of the formula itself.
The first modality we define is the (selective) modal operator [K]R (where K and
R are sets of actions):
[K]R , is satisfied by a state which, for every performance of a sequence of
actions not belonging to R _ K, followed by an action in K, evolves in a state
obeying ,.
Using this new modal operator the property 1 can be expressed by the formula
s1=[collectb][3p] ff
in which the set of occurring actions is exactly [3p, collectb].
The modality (K) R , is defined analogously:
(K) R , is satisfied by a state which can evolve to a state obeying , by per-
forming a sequence of actions not belonging to R _ K followed by an action in K.
For example, the transition system mwa mwb mwc m satisfies (b) [c] tt, but it
does not satisfy (b) [a] tt.
A formula in selective mu-calculus corresponding to 2 is
s2=&Z .(3p) < tt 7 [3p]< (collectb) < Z.
The set of actions occurring in this formula is still [3p, collectb].
The idea of the selective mu-calculus is very simple, although powerful. A for-
mula written using the new modalities induces an equivalence between transition
systems based on the set, \, of actions occurring in it. The equivalence preserves the
truth value of all the formulae with occurring actions in \.
In the following section we present, in a formal way, the selective mu-calculus.
3. THE SELECTIVE MU-CALCULUS
Before introducing our selective logic, we define a transition relation which
ignores a given set of actions.
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2 While the above two formulae seem to suggest that the actions on which the equivalence could be
based are the ones occurring in a mu-calculus formula both in the form K and in the form &K inside
the modal operators, it is sufficient to think of trivial formulas to realize that this assertion is false.
Definition 3.1 (T \ relation). Given a transition system T=(S, A, T , PT)
and a set of actions \A, we define the relation T \S_\_S such that, for
each : # \, P # S:
P w: T\ Q#P w$: T Q, where $ # (A&\)*.
By P w: T \ Q we express the fact that it is possible to pass from P to Q by per-
forming a (possibly empty) sequence of actions not belonging to \ and then the
action : in \. Note that T A=T .
Let us now introduce the selective mu-calculus by defining the selective modal
operators (K) R and [K]R , which substitute (K) and [K], respectively, in the
syntax given in Section 1 for the mu-calculus.
Definition 3.2 (selective modal operators). Let T=(S, A, T , PT) be a trans-
ition system, P # S, and R, KA,
P <V [K]R , iff \P$ .\: # K .P w: TK _ R P$ implies P$ <V ,
P <V (K) R , iff _P$ ._: # K .P w
:
T K _ R P$ 7 P$ <V ,
The selective mu-calculus is equivalent to the mu-calculus. It is easy to see that
the mu-calculus operators can be defined by means of the selective operators
subscribed by the whole set of actions A.
[K] ,=[K]A , and (K) ,=(K) A ,
On the other hand, the selective operators can be expressed as follows:
(K) R ,=+Z .(K) , 6 (&(R _ K )) Z
[K]R ,=&Z . [K] , 7 [&(R _ K )] Z.
Note that the structure of the mu-calculus formulae obtained by translating
selective mu-calculus ones recall the one of formulae expressing, respectively, weak
liveness and safety properties, as classified in [26].
The notions of \-bisimulation and \-equivalence between transition systems are
given as follows. Informally, two transition systems are \-equivalent iff they behave
in the same way with respect to the actions in \.
Definition 3.3 (\-bisimulation, \-equivalence). Let T=(ST , A, T , PT) and
7=(S7 , A, 7 , P7) be transition systems and \A.
 A \-bisimulation, B, is a binary relation on ST_S7 such that RBQ implies:
(i) R w: T \ R$ implies Q w
:
7 \ Q$ with R$BQ$; and
(ii) Q w: 7 \ Q$ implies R w
:
T \ R$ with R$BQ$.
 T and 7 are \-equivalent (Tr\ 7) iff there exists a \-bisimulation B con-
taining the pair (PT , P7).
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The following lemma holds, relating different arrows obtained by changing the
set of observed actions:
Lemma 3.1. Let T=(S, A, T , PT) be a transition system and \$\A,
: # \$, P # S.
1. P w: T \$ P$ implies P w
$:
T \ P$, for some $ # (\&\$)*;
2. P w$: T \ P$ implies P w
:
T \$ P$, if $ # (\&\$)*.
Proof. Point (1). If P w: T \$ P$ then, by Definition 3, P w
#:
T P$, for some
# # (A&\$)*. Let $ be the sequence of actions obtained from # by deleting all the
actions belonging to (A&\). Since \$\ we have that $ # (\&\$)*. Thus, by
Definition 3, P w$: T \ P$.
Point (2). If P w$: T\ P$ then, by Definition 3 and since \$\, P w
#:
T P$ for
some # # (A&\$)*. Moreover, by hypothesis : # \$; thus, by Definition 3, we have
P w: T\$ P$. K
The following proposition holds:
Proposition 3.1. For each \, \$A, if \$\, then r\ r\$ .
Proof. Let T=(ST , A, T , PT) and 7=(S7 , A, 7 , P7) be two transition
systems. We show that each \-bisimulation BST_S7 is a \$-bisimulation.
Consider (P, Q) # B. If P w: T \$ P$ then, by Lemma 3.1 point (1), P w
$:
T \ P$,
for some $ # (\&\$)*. Since (P, Q) # B, Q w$: 7\ Q$ with (P$, Q$) # B. Since
$ # (\&\$)* and : # \$, by Lemma 3.1 point (2), we have that Q w: 7\$ Q$. This fact
proves condition (i) in Definition 3 of \-bisimulation; condition (ii) follows by a
symmetric argument. K
As a consequence of Proposition 3.1, we have that \-equivalences can be ordered
by inclusion from the smallest one, i.e., rA , to the biggest one, i.e., r< , containing
every pair of transition systems. Note that rA coincides with strong equivalence
t, while rL , defined by considering only the visible actions, does not coincide
with observational equivalence [24]. In fact, { actions are completely ignored by
rL , but this does not occur in the case of observational equivalence.
For example, the transition systems 1 and 2 in Fig. 2 are L-equivalent, while
they are not observationally equivalent. On the other hand, the systems 3 and 4 in
the same figure are observationally equivalent, but they are not L-equivalent.
Actually, rL is the same as the { V : equivalence defined in [20, 21], and implies
the safety equivalence defined in [8].
FIGURE 2
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In order to relate \-equivalence with modal properties, we introduce the follow-
ing definition, concerning equivalences based on sets of formulae.
Definition 3.4 (logic-based equivalence). Let T and 7 be two transition
systems, and let 1 be a set of closed selective mu-calculus formulae:
T#1 7 iff [, # 1 : T < ,]=[, # 1 : 7 < ,].
Finally, we define the set of occurring actions in a formula, and the notion of
\-image finiteness.
Definition 3.5 (occurring actions). Given a formula , of the selective mu-
calculus, the set C(,) of the actions occurring in , is inductively defined as follows:
 C(tt)=C(ff)=C(Z)=<
 C((K) R ,)=C([K]R ,)=K _ R _ C(,)
 C(,1 6 ,2)=C(,1 7 ,2)=C(,1) _ C(,2)
 C(&Z .,)=C(+Z .,)=C(,).
Definition 3.6. Let T=(S, A, T , PT) be a transition system and \A.
A state Q # S is \-image finite if, for each R # RT (Q), : # \, the set
[R$ | R w: T\ R$] is finite.
We now present the main result of the paper, stating that the \-equivalence coin-
cides with the equivalence induced by the set of the selective mu-calculus formulae
with occurring actions in \. The proof of the theorem, given in the Appendix,
follows the style of an analogous proof in [24].
Theorem 3.1. Let T=(ST , A, T , PT) and 7=(S7 , A, 7 , P7) be transition
systems and let \A.
1. Tr\ 7 implies T#smu \ 7
2. If PT and P7 are \-image finite, then T#smu \ 7 implies Tr\ 7
where smu\=[, : , is a closed formula of the selective mu-calculus such that
C(,)\].
Proof. See Appendix. K
The following proposition relates transition systems obtained by ignoring
different sets of actions.
Proposition 3.2. Given a transition system T=(S, A, T , PT) and \A, we
denote as T \ the transition system (RT \(PT), \, T \ , PT). Given \, \$A, if \$\,
then
T \$r\$ T \.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that if \$\, then
(T \) \$=T\$.
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FIG. 3. Ven\i.
If P w: (T \) \$ P$ then, applying Definition 3, we have that P w
$:
T \ P$, for some
$ # (A&\$)* and P w#: T P$, for some # # (A&\$)*, since \$\; thus, P w
:
T \$ P$. If
P w: T\$ P$ then, by Definition 3, P w
$:
T P$, with $ # (A&\$)*. Let # be the sequence
obtained from $ by deleting all the actions belonging to (A&\). Since \$\, it holds
that # # (\&\$)*. Thus P w#: T \ P$ and P w
:
(T\) \$ P$, by Definition 3. K
As a consequence of the above proposition, if we consider a transition system T,
we have that T \, for each \A, is \-equivalent to T A=T. Since the selective mu-
calculus has the property that the occurring actions of each formula are the only
ones relevant to check the formula itself, we can conclude that each property , can
be more efficiently checked on T \, where \=C(,), instead of on T. In fact, in
general, T \ is smaller than T, even if it may be not the minimum \-equivalent one.
Obviously, all the formulae containing the same set of actions can be checked on
the same reduced system.
Example 3.1. Reconsider the vending machine in Section 2 and let us express
some other properties using the selective mu-calculus.
1=&Z . ([big][3p] ff 7 [big][<] Z): ‘‘It always holds that a big button
cannot be pressed until a 3p is introduced.’’
2=[3p]< ((big) < tt 6 (recollect3) < tt): ‘‘After a 3p has been intro-
duced, the big button can be pressed or the coin can be recollected.’’
Each formula i , for i # [1, 2], can be checked on the transition systems Ven\i,
where \i=C(i); i.e., \1=[big, 3p] and \2=[3p, big, recollect3 ]. Figure 3 shows
the obtained reduced systems.
4. USING SELECTIVE MU-CALCULUS TO REDUCE
THE NUMBER OF STATES
A significant characteristic of the presented theory is that its results can be used by
existing environments for the verification of concurrent systems specified by process
algebras [20, 21, 16, 17] and based on transition systems, provided that a syntactic
analyzer of formulae is built, supplying the set of occurring actions, and a translator is
defined from the selective mu-calculus to the temporal logic used in the environment.
The selective mu-calculus can be used to reduce the number of states only if,
given a formula , with C(,)=\/A, we are able to build a reduced transition
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system for a specification P, \-equivalent to the standard transition system for P,
and containing a strict subset S of the whole set A of actions, with \S. This can
be achieved in at least three ways:
1. We can hide the actions not belonging to C(,) and minimize the transition
system generated by the environment for P accordingly. This is possible because
almost all the existing verification environments offer hiding and minimization
facilities. Some experimental results of the application of this approach are shown
in [2], where the CADP environment has been used [20, 21].
2. We can syntactically transform the given specification P into another
specification Q such that the transition system corresponding to Q is smaller than
that corresponding to P, but is \-equivalent to it. This can be achieved, for example,
by deleting from P all actions not belonging to \ and not involved in any com-
munication. The reduced specification can later be given as input to the verification
environment. In [3, 4] a method has been defined to accomplish this transforma-
tion on CCS [24] and LOTOS [7] programs, and a prototype tool is described,
written in SICStus Prolog, along with some examples of application.
3. We can follow a semantic approach, where the reduction, with respect to
a given set \ of actions, is made using a nonstandard semantics, able to reduce the
transition system during the generation phase. In [3, 4] we have defined a tool to
accomplish also this reduction.
Note that the degree of reduction we obtain, using selective mu-calculus and
\-equivalence, depends on the number of actions occurring in the formula. This
means that there are cases for which we do not obtain significant reductions, since
the actions occurring in the formula are almost the whole set A. An example is a
formula expressing a property which must hold for every state of the transition
system, such as deadlock-freeness (to deal with this problem, different equivalences
and methods have been defined [11, 14, 27]).
4.1. Translation from Mu-Calculus to Selective Mu-Calculus
Formulae of the selective mu-calculus allow to exploit \-equivalence providing
the set \ of actions. However, since in existing verification environments the selec-
tive mu-calculus is not available, it may be important to translate formulae written
in classical temporal logic into selective mu-calculus ones, in order to automatically
derive the set of interesting actions.
In this section we present a translation from mu-calculus to selective mu-calculus.
Note that the trivial translation presented in Section 3, in which each mu-calculus
operator [K] ((K) ) is replaced by the selective operator [K]A ((K)A), is useless,
because all the actions occur in the obtained formulae. To exploit the features of
selective mu-calculus and \-equivalence, we provide a translation which produces,
when possible, selective formulae with a set of occurring actions smaller than the
whole set of actions A. We assume that terms with the structure
(K1) , 6 } } } 6 (Kn) , and [K1] , 7 } } } 7 [Kn] ,
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FIG. 4. Transformation rules.
are simplified as
.
n
i=1
Ki , and _.
n
i=1
Ki& ,,
respectively.
The translation is defined in Fig. 4: nonrecursive formulae are translated into
selective formulae with A as occurring actions. In this case we have no advantage
in terms of reduction of the transition system. Some fixpoint formulae allow a clever
translation, when having a particular structure. Following the classification in [26]
of liveness, weak liveness, safety and weak safety properties, the properties we
manage successfully can be characterized in the following way:
v K-weak liveness properties: properties with the form
+Z .(R) , 6 (K) Z
expressing that there exists a finite path, composed only by actions in K, and
ending with an action in R, leading to a state satisfying ,.
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v K-safety properties: properties with the form
&Z . [R] , 7 [K] Z
expressing that every finite path, composed only by actions in K, and ending with
an action in R, leads to a state satisfying ,.
Note that recursive formulae as characterized in Fig. 4 for a clever translation are
K-weak liveness or K-safety properties (they can be expressed with the corre-
sponding syntactic structure). The following theorem holds, stating the correctness
of the translation.
Theorem 4.1. Let T=(S, A, T , PT) be a transition system and let , be a
mu-calculus formula; for each P # S,
P < T(,)  P < ,.
Proof. See Appendix. K
Note that the translation is not exactly the inverse of the translation from selec-
tive mu-calculus to mu-calculus formulae, as defined in Section 3. Actually the
translation handles also fixpoint formulae with conjunctions or disjunctions among
any number of sub-formulae.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Techniques for hiding actions are extensively used for verifying systems [10, 11,
16, 18]. However, in these papers the set of actions to hide is provided by the user;
i.e., the hiding of actions is based on informal reasonings and consequently must be
proved correct case by case. By using the selective mu-calculus instead, we derive
the interesting actions automatically from the syntactic structure of the formulae.
Thus, our work can be seen as giving a formal base to many reduction methods.
Finally, all the verification systems which base their behavior on the analysis of
transition systems can profit from our equivalence-based reduction. In particular,
our approach can be integrated with the on-the-fly methodology [19], with the
tableau-based approach [9, 13], or with the automata-theoretic approach [6, 29].
For example, given a formula of the selective mu-calculus with occurring actions \,
we can on-the-fly verify it during the generation of the reduced transition system,
instead of the standard one.
6. APPENDIX
Proof of Theorem 3.1
Consider the following syntax:
, ::=(K) R , | [K]R , |  [,i : i # I] |  [, i : i # I].
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We denote by SM the logic defined by the above syntax, where I ranges over
arbitrary finite and infinite indexing families, while we denote by SMfin the logic
with the same syntax, but where I ranges only over finite indexing families.
It is worth noting that the selective mu-calculus is a sublogic of SM . In fact
&Z ., (resp. +Z .,) formulae can be expressed by finite or infinite logical conjunc-
tions (resp. disjunctions) of formulae of SM . Moreover, the selective mu-calculus
is a super-logic of SMfin .
Given a transition system T, the verification of a formula , of SM or SMfin by
T, T <SM , is defined for the selective operators in the same way as in the standard
selective mu-calculus and for  and  in the obvious way. When clear from the
context, we use < in place of <SM.
In the following we show that \-equivalence is completely characterized by a
logic equivalence based on the formulae of SM in which the occurring actions are
contained in \. Similar to the definition, we denote as C(,) the actions occurring
in ,, with , # SM or , # SMfin .
Lemma 6.1. Let T=(ST , A, T , PT) and 7=(S7 , A, 7 , P7) be transition
systems and let \A.
Tr\ 7 if and only if T#SM\ 7,
where SM\=[, : , is a formula of SM such that C(,)\].
Proof. The proof has the same structure, adapted to deal with selective
operators, of the proof of an analogous theorem in [24]. First we define
\-bisimulation using the multiple action relation wt T \ instead of the single relation
w: T \ .
Let \A and let T=(ST , A, T , PT) and 7=(S7 , A, 7 , P7) be two trans-
ition systems. B is a \-bisimulation iff, for all (P, Q) # B and t # \*:
1. P wt T \ P$ implies Q w
t
7 \ Q$ with P$BQ$; and
2. Q wt 7 \ Q$ implies P w
t
T \ P$ with P$BQ$.
We define a chain of \-bisimulations:
v Pr0\ Q holds for all P and Q;
v Pr}+1\ Q holds iff, for all t # \*,
1. P wt T\ P$ implies Q w
t
7 \ Q$ with P$r}\ Q$;
2. Q wt 7\ Q$ implies P w
t
T \ P$ with P$r}\ Q$;
v For each limit ordinal #, Pr#\ Q iff, for all }<#, Pr}\ Q, that is,
r#\=}<# r}\ .
Note that, for each ordinal }, Tr}\ 7 iff PTr}\ P7 .
The following facts hold, stating that \-bisimulation is the least upper bound of
the above defined chain.
1. If #} then r#\r}\ ; 2. r\=,
}
r}\ (1)
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We need the following definitions:
v If \A, we define SM as the selective modal logic in which the operator
(t) R (resp. [t]R) is taken as primitive, where t, R # (2A)*, |t|=|R| and, if t=
K1 } } } Kn , R=R1 } } } Rn , n0, (t)R#(K1) R1 } } } (Kn) Rn (resp. [t]R#[K1]R1 } } }
[Kn]Rn).
v The depth of a formula , # SM , depth(,) is an ordinal number defined
inductively as follows:
depth((t) R ,)=depth(,)+1
depth([t]R ,)=depth(,)+1
depth \i # I , i+=sup i # I (depth(, i))
depth \i # I , i+=sup i # I (depth(, i))
where sup stands for the least upper bound of a set of ordinals.
v For each ordinal }, we define SM}=[, # SM : depth(,)}].
Now we prove that
for each ordinal number }, Tr}\ 7  T#SM}
\ 7, (2)
where SM}
\
=[, # SM
}
 : C(,)\].
(O). We prove by ordinal induction on }. If }=0 then the result is trivial, since
formulae of depth 0 distinguish no states. Otherwise, assume the result for all #<}.
Suppose that Tr}\ 7 (i.e., PTr}\ P7) and that T < ,, with , # SM}
\
 . We wish to
show that 7 < ,. Let us consider first the case when , has the form (t) R ,$, where
depth(,$)=#<}, t=K1 } } } Kn , and R=R1 } } } Rn . Since T < ,, i.e., PT < ,, then,
by Definition 3, PT w
:1
T R1 _ K1 P1 } } } w
:n
TRn _ Kn Pn for some :i # Ki (i # [1. .n]) and
some Pn such that Pn < ,$. Since Ri _ Ki\ for each i, by Lemma 3.1 point (1),
applied n times, we have that PT ww
$1:1
T \ P1 } } } ww
$n:n
T \ Pn for some $i # (\&
(Ri _ Ki))*, (i # [1. .n]). Since PTr}\ P7 and #+1}, we have PTr#+1\ P7 from
(1).1; thus, P7 ww
$1 :1
7 \ Q1 } } } ww
$n:n
7 \ Qn and \i # [1. .n] P ir#\ Qi . By Lemma 3.1
point (2), applied n times, it follows that P7 w
:1
7R1 _ K1 Q1 } } } w
:n
7Rn _ Kn Qn . By
induction hypothesis at # it holds that Qn < ,$ and by Definition 3 it follows that
P7 < (t) R ,$, i.e., 7 < , as required. The proof for [K]R is similar, for  and 
are straightforward.
(o). Suppose that Tr3 }\ 7, i.e., PT r3 }\ P7 . We find a formula , # SM}
\
 such that
PT < , and P7 <% ,. Consider first the case }=#+1. Without loss of generality, we
can assume that, for some t # \* and P$, we have PT w
t
T\ P$ and, for every Q$, if
P7 w
t
7\ Q$ then P$r3 #\ Q$. Now let I=[Qi | P7 w
t
7\ Qi]. Then for each Q i # I,
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since P$r3 #\ Q i , there is by induction a formula , i # SM#
\
 for which P$ < , i and
Qi <% ,i . Now define , to be the formula (t)\n i # I , i , with n=|t|. Since
PT w
t
T \ P$ we have that PT < ,. On the other hand no state in I satisfies  i # I ,i ,
so P7 <% ,. But, by construction, depth(,)}; thus, the proof is complete.
Now consider the case that } is a limit ordinal. Then PTr3 #\ P7 , for some #<}.
Hence by induction there is a formula , # SM#\ such that PT < , and P7 <% ,, and
the proof is complete since , # SM} \ also.
The theorem is easily deduced from (2) since r\=} r}\ and SM\=
} SM}
\
 . K
Lemma 6.2. Let T=(ST , A, T , PT) and 7=(S7 , A, 7 , P7) be transition
systems and let \A.
1. Tr\ 7 implies T#SM\fin 7
2. If PT and P7 are \-image finite, then T#SM\fin 7 implies Tr\ 7
where SM\fin=[, : , is a formula of SMfin such that C(,)\].
Proof. Point (1) may be easily deduced from Lemma 6.1, since SMfin is a sub-
logic of SM . The proof of point (2) is similar to the (o) direction of Lemma 6.1.
Again the formula which distinguishes the initial states PT and P7 is ,=
(t) \n i # I ,i , with |t|=n. By \-image-finiteness of the initial states, I is finite and
thus , # SM\fin . K
Theorem 3.1. Let T=(ST , A, T , PT) and 7=(S7 , A, 7 , P7) be transition
systems and let \A.
1. Tr\ 7 implies T#smu \ 7
2. If PT and P7 are \-image finite, then T#smu \ 7 implies Tr\ 7
where smu\=[, : , is a closed formula of the selective mu-calculus such that
C(,)\].
Proof. Point (1) may be easily deduced from Lemma 6.1, since the selective mu-
calculus is a sublogic of SM and since, for each selective mu-calculus formula ,,
C(,)=C(), where  is the formula of SM corresponding to ,. Point (2) may be
easily deduced from Lemma 6.2 since the selective mu-calculus is a super-logic of
SMfin . K
Proof of Theorem 4.1
Lemma 6.3. Let T=(S, A, T , PT) be a transition system, i , i # [1, ..., n] be
a closed mu-calculus formula, and KA; for each P # S,
1. P < +Z . (ni=1 i 6 (K) Z)  P < 
n
i=1 (+Zi .i 6 (K) Zi)
2. P < &Z . (ni=1 i 7 [K] Z)  P < 
n
i=1 (&Zi .i 7 [K] Zi).
Proof. We prove only point 1. Point 2 can be proved in a similar way.
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(O).
P < +Z .\
n
i=1
i 6 (K) Z+
O [definition of satisfaction: rule for +]
_l0 : P < +Z l . 
n
i=1
 i 6 (K) Z
O [closedness of i and definition of +Z l]
P < (K) } } } (K)
l times
\
n
i=1
i+
O [definition of satisfaction: rule for 6]
_j # [1. .n] such that P < (K) } } } (K)
l times
j
O [definition of satisfaction: rule for +]
P < +Z .j 6 (K) Z
O [definition of satisfaction: rule for 6]
P < 
n
i=1
(+Zi .i 6 (K) Zi)
(o).
P < 
n
i=1
(+Zi .i 6 (K) Z i)
O [definition of satisfaction: rule for 6]
_j # [1. .n] such that P < +Zj .i 6 (K) Zj
O [property of logical disjunction]
P < +Zj .\
n
i=1
i 6 (K) Zj+ K
Theorem 4.1. Let T=(S, A, T , PT) be a transition system and let , be a
mu-calculus formula; for each P # S,
P < T(,)  P < ,.
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Proof. By structural induction.
Base step. tt, ff, Z: straightforward.
Inductive step.
, 6 : P < T(, 6 )
 [definition of T]
P < T(,) 6 T()
 [definition of satisfaction]
P < T(,) 6 P<T()
 [inductive hypothesis]
P < , 6 P<
 [definition of satisfaction]
P < , 6 
, 7 : similar to , 6 .
(K) ,: P < T((K) ,)
 [definition of T]
P < (K) A T(,)
 [definition of (K) R]
P < +Z .(K) T(,) 6 (A&(K _ A)) Z
 [A&(K _ A)=<]
P < (K) T(,)
 [inductive hypothesis]
P < (K) ,
[K] ,: similar to (K) ,.
+Z .\
n
i=1
(Ki) ,i 6 (K) Z+ : (with \i, K & Ki=< and , i closed)
P < T \+Z . 
n
i=1
(Ki) ,i 6 (K) Z+
 [definition of T]
P < 
n
i=1
((Ki) A&[K _ Ki] T(,i))
 [definition of (K) R]
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P < 
n
i=1
(+Z .(Ki) T(,i) 6 (A&(A&[K _ K i] _ Ki)) Z)
 [K & Ki=<]
P < 
n
i=1
(+Z .(Ki) T(,i) 6 (K) Z)
 [inductive hypothesis]
P < 
n
i=1
(+Z .(Ki) ,i 6 (K) Z)
 [Lemma 6.3]
P < +Z . 
n
i=1
(Ki) , i 6 (K) Z
&Z .\
n
i=1
[Ki] ,i 7 [K] Z+ : (with \i, K & Ki=< and , i closed)
similar to the previous case. K
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